Diversification and market volatility

Take your next step
- Visit TIAA.org/retirementadvisor to learn how you can adjust your investments to optimize your portfolio.
- Meet with a TIAA financial consultant at no additional cost. Visit TIAA.org/schedulenow or call 800-732-8353, weekdays, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (ET).

Your retirement plan gives you the ability to invest in a wide variety of asset classes. With financial markets in constant motion, you’ll want to strive to have a balanced portfolio to help you mitigate risk.

Change is the only constant

Certain asset classes, or types of investments, such as equities (stocks), have the potential to deliver higher returns over time. That potential comes with a greater risk of loss in the short term and the chance for more volatility of each single investment class. Sometimes the best-performing asset class one year becomes the poorest performer the next year and vice versa—look at the emerging markets equity and bonds returns in the table below. Over this 10-year period, emerging markets had five years of positive returns, while bonds had nine years of positive returns. Both had volatility. However, you have to look at the percentage of change to understand the true movement.

Diversification and market volatility

By holding different investment types in your portfolio, the upswing of one may help offset the downward movement of another as market conditions change. Learn more about what the markets are doing today at TIAA.org/market-commentary.

- **Standard & Poor's 500® Index (S&P 500)** is an unmanaged, market-cap-weighted index of 500 common stocks selected for their market size, liquidity and industry group representation within the U.S. equity market.

- **Large Growth** uses the Russell 1000® Growth Index, which measures the performance of Russell 1000® companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values.

- **Large-Cap Value** uses the Russell 1000® Value Index, which measures the performance of Russell 1000® companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values.

- **Mid-Cap** uses the Russell Midcap Index, which consists of the smallest 800 companies in the Russell 1000® Index as ranked by total market capitalization. This mid-cap index represents approximately 26% of the Russell 1000® total market capitalization.

- **Small-Cap** uses the Russell 2000® Index, which consists of the smallest 2,000 companies in the Russell 3000® Index, representing approximately 8% of the Russell 3000® total market capitalization.

- **International Stocks** use the MSCI EAFE Index (Europe, Australasia, Far East), which is a free-float adjusted market capitalization index designed to measure developed market equity performance, excluding the United States and Canada.

- **Emerging Markets Equity** uses the MSCI Emerging Markets Index, which measures equity market performance in global emerging markets. It is a float-adjusted market capitalization index. It consists of indexes in 24 emerging economies.

- **Bonds** use the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index as the benchmark index. It is made up of the Barclays Government/Corporate Bond Index, Mortgage-Backed Securities Index and Asset-Backed Securities Index, and includes securities of investment-grade quality that have at least one year to maturity and an outstanding par value of at least $100 million.

- **TIPS** uses the Barclays U.S. Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities Index (Series L), which measures the performance of the U.S. Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities ("TIPS") market. The index includes TIPS with one or more years remaining to maturity and total outstanding issue size of $500 million or more.

- **High-Yield Bond** uses the Barclays High-Yield Index, which covers the U.S. dollar-denominated, non-investment-grade fixed-rate taxable corporate bond market. Only securities with more than one year to maturity qualify for inclusion in the index.

- **60/40 Diversified Portfolio** uses a combination and allocation weighting of the following indices: Russell 1000 Growth TR USD (13%), Russell 1000 Value TR USD (14%), Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond TR USD (19%), Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High-Yield TR USD (15%), Russell Mid-Cap TR USD (12%), Russell 2000 TR USD (3%), Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury Corporate High-Yield TR USD (6%), MSCI EAFE NR USD (13%) and MSCI EM NR USD (5%).

Sources: Data derived from Morningstar DirectSM, Morningstar, Inc., 2018. Please note that equity returns have historically been higher than other asset classes but carry considerable risk of principal loss. Fixed-income returns have historically been less than equity returns, are subject to interest rate risk, but typically bring greater safety of principal. Indexes are unmanaged statistical composites that measure the various financial markets. An investment cannot be made into an index.

This material is for informational or educational purposes only and does not constitute investment advice under ERISA. This material does not take into account any specific objectives or circumstances of any particular investor, or suggest any specific course of action. Investment decisions should be made based on the investor's own objectives and circumstances.

Investment, insurance, and annuity products are not FDIC insured, are not bank guaranteed, are not deposits, are not insured by any federal government agency, are not a condition to any banking service or activity, and may lose value.

You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses carefully before investing. Please call 877-518-9161 or visit TIAA.org for current product and fund prospectuses that contain this and other information. Please read the prospectuses carefully before investing.
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